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QUESTION 1

In a Pro plan project, you notice there is amail delivery problem in the Integration environment. How do you troubleshoot
this? 

A. Change the log level in the lcg:emall section of the .magento.env.yaml file 

B. Update the SPF record in the DNS 

C. Look In the var/log directory for the mail. log file 

D. Move the test to the Staging environment 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are upgrading a project to the latest versionof Magento Commerce Cloud and part of the process 

involves a PHP version upgrade. This is now ready to be tested by the QA Team on the Integration 

environment. 

How do you apply the PHP version upgrade? 

A. Change the PHP version in the .magento. app. yaml file and re-deploy 

B. SSH Into the Integration environment and upgrade PHP manually 

C. Change the php_version configuration in the ,magento,env,yaml file and re-deploy 

D. Use the magento-cloud CLI tool to update the php_version variable 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a project deploying Static Content on the deploy phase. This process is optimized using the scd_katrix
configuration in the deploy Stage Of the .magento.env.yaml file. 

After moving the process to the build phase Static Content Deployment Is no longer optimized and all themes and all
locales are generating. 

How do you resolve this? 

A. The SCD_MATRIX configuration is only used on the deploy phase 

B. Add the --use_scd_matrix flag to the ece-tools build:generate command in the.magento.app.yaml fife 

C. Move the scd_matrix configuration to the build stage of the .magento.env.yaml file 
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D. Configure the variable ENABLE_SCD_MATRIX In the .magento.env.yaml file 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You fixed an issue in a third-party extension using a patch named m2-hotfixes/extension- fix.patch Before committing
the patch to the repository you want to test itlocally. 

How do you test a patch in a clean working copy? 

A. Commit the patch because the pre-commit hook will abort the commit it any hotfix causes an issue 

B. Run the command git apply m2-hotfixea/extension-fix.patch 

C. Run the command bin/magento setup:hotfix:apply --patch=m2-hctfixes/extension- fix.patch 

D. Configure a deploy hook in .magento.app.yaml that executes vendor/bin/ece-tools hotfix:apply --dry-run 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are reviewing a third party extension for Magento Commerce Cloud compatibility. Which patternmakes a module
incompatible with Magento Commerce Cloud? 

A. Direct instantiation by the objectManager of non-generated classes in .phtml template files 

B. Direct instantiation by the objectManager In non-constructor methods with the class also being referenced in the
constructor signature 

C. Configuration referencing generated Proxy classes In the modules erc/frontend/di.xml file 

D. Direct instantiation of generated classes by the objectManager without the class being referenced in the constructor 

Correct Answer: D 
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